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Recent Luther scholarship, including Maty Gaebler's The Courage
ofFaith (20I3), argues that historicauy, Luther scholars focus too
narrowly on two emphases of his theology: the win's bondage and
justification by faith. That focus, they argue, neglects the written
attention Luther gives to the ethical fruits of faith and justification.
Kim's revision of her doctoral dissertation contributes to the

conversation by exploring how in his Is 3 s commentary on Paul's
Epistle to the Galatians Luther connects faith in God with love.

Kim situates her project in dialogue with other Luther scholars,
including scholars of the Finnish School, who claim that Luther
believed that faith allowed one both to participate in Christ and to
experience theosis. She also enters into conversation with the
scholarship of George Foreu, Gerhard Ebeling, and Wiuiam
Lazareth. Kim concedes that these authors take up Luther's focus on
love of neighbor, but, she points out, Luther also speaks about the
fruits of faith leading to the love of God and a proper love of self.

Kim is careful to show the ways iii which Luther's account of
the relationship between faith and love breaks with Thomistic and
noininalist accounts of this relationship. She notes that for Thomas
faith is an asset to a divine truth, but it requires charity to be
complete. For Gabriel Biel, believers met-it justification when they
do good works; God gives grace when believers do what is in them.
Luther rejects this notion because if the believers earn justification
or are given love on the basis of their own ef[orts, what is the role
of Christ?

Luther claims that faith is made possible for us by Christ's work
toward us and is completed by Christ, not by love. We are cemented
to Christ by trusting God's promises not by our works. However,
Kim argues that Luther sees two parts to righteousness, an "alien,
passive perfect righteousness and holiness, which concerns the
sinner becoming righteous" and ?a proper, active, and progressing
righteousness and holiness which principauy concerns the matter of
a Cht'stian's active living" (7I).
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Hence, for Luther love is a fruit of faith. Freedom from death and
the law does not lead Christians away from good works but frees a
Christian for them. Grasping Christ in faith "brings Christ's law of
love into force, so that the Christian's motives reflect his loving will"
(I6i). Faith thus not only dedares sinners righteous, it "initiates
God's work to render them truly righteous and holy" (I66).

The book concludes by describing how Luther's view of faith's
relation to love relates to a Christian's love of God, self, and neighbor.
Rightly understood, Christians thankful for the undeserved
justification they have received wiu be enflamed with the love of
God. Neighbor love is understood to be active in service. Finally the
love 6f self is turned from improper egocentrism, to a daily
vivification of the self, made possible by the work of the Spirit on
the belieyer's heart.

Kim makes an important contribution to Lutheran ethics. In
conversation with historical Luther scholarsl'iip as well as in her
careful reading of the Finnish school she claims that God is really
present to those who cling to Christ in faith but she also daims that
Luther is never clear on the metaphysics of this presence.AJl in an
she shows Luther's deep conviction that faith wiu issue faorth in love
of God, self, and neighbor, in ways far different than acts of love
compelled by law.
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